
TATUUS RACING



Introduction

Tatuus Racing has been established in 1980, since these days is devoted to 
designing, building and developing racing cars and high-performance cars.

Tatuus Racing is engaged in an increasing number of racing car programs and 
consultancy projects, always involving a continuous drive for the ultimate 
efficiency by innovation and smart solutions. 

The needs of the customer, including highest safety standards, cost control, 
high levels of component quality and design, timely delivery, are the highest 
priority.



Tatuus History

During the last 15 years Tatuus has manufactured more than 2000 racing cars, 
Tatuus is today one of the most recognised race car manufacturer.

Most of the driver competing at professional level (F1, LMP, GT) has driven a 
Tatuus’ chassis.



Tatuus History

Between the most successful projects:

-Formula Renault 2000 family

-Formula Master

-Formula Abarth



Tatuus Today

Today Tatuus supply and actively support a number of worldwide championships:

• FIA F4 (Italy, Germany, Spain, UAE)

• British F3

• USF2000 (Road to Indy)

• Pro Indy (Road to Indy)

• FIA F3R (Asia, European, Renault Eurocup, W-Series, Toyota Racing Series)

The total number of car actively racing is well over 500, spanning on four continents.



Racing Cars: FIA F4

FIA (Art. 274) fully regulated

FIA safety homologated

FIA technical and commercial homologated

Weight: 570kg (with driver)

Power: 160 HP



Racing Cars: British F3
FIA (Art. 274) safety regulated

FIA safety homologated

Weight: 590kg (with driver)

Power: 220 HP



Racing Cars: USF2000

FIA (Art. 274) safety approved

Weight: 580kg (with driver)

Power: 170 HP



Racing Cars: 
Indy Pro 2000

FIA (Art. 274) safety approved

Weight: 590kg (with driver)

Power: 270 HP



Racing Cars: 
FIA Regional F3

FIA (Art. 275) fully regulated

FIA safety homologated

FIA technical and commercial homologated

Weight: 670kg (with driver)

Power: 270 HP



Racing Cars: 
F3R/ Formula Renault

FIA (Art. 275) fully regulated

FIA safety homologated

FIA technical and commercial homologated

Weight: 670kg (with driver)

Power: 270 HP



Racing Cars: 
FIA Regional F3 / FT60 

Toyota

FIA (Art. 275) regulated

FIA safety homologated

Weight: 670kg (with driver)

Power: 270 HP



Racing Cars: Range

F1 F2 F3I F3R FR2.0/12 F4/14

HP/Kg 1,25 0,89 0,50 0,40 0,36 0,29

Weight 722 688 700 680 585 560

Power 900 612 350 272 210 160
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Weight and Power

HP/Kg Weight Power

F1 F2 F3I F3R FR2.0/12 F4/14

HP 100% 68% 39% 30% 23% 18%

SCz 100% 62% 58% 49% 30% 17%
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Design, Research & Development

With the significant and diverse experience of Tatuus group, from concept to 
manufacture, every component, assembly or system is designed and 
developed to the high levels required in motorsport.

Tatuus utilizes industry standard computer design software to build fully 
integrated 3D models with the flexibility to provide cost-effective tailoring to 
the customer‘s unique requirements.



Mechanical Design

Concept Layout

Solid Design

3D – and assembly analysis

Vehicle architecture and packaging

Mechanical, kinematic simulation

Hydraulic concepts and detailed design

Material and process specification

Structural mechanics and analysis (FEA)

Detailed design (CATIA V5)



Mechanical Design



Composite Design

Advanced surface design

Dimensioning of carbon composite structure and 
light weight concepts

Design of carbon composite structure with 
crashworthiness capabilities following all 
FIA/ACO requirements

Structural mechanics and analysis (FEA)

Detailed design (CATIA V5)

Design of models, tools, bonding and assembly 
jigs



Composite Design



Composite Design

Structural mechanics and analysis (FEA)

Detailed design (CATIA V5)



Composite Design

Dimensioning of carbon composite structure and 
light weight concepts

Design of carbon composite structure with 
crashworthiness capabilities following all 
FIA/ACO requirements



FEA

Structural mechanics and analysis (FEA)

Detailed design (CATIA V5)



Aerodynamic Development

Efficient aerodynamics is a key factor in determining race car performance.

Tatuus Racing’s wide range of experience in aerodynamic development covers 
design, CFD, wind tunnel scale model design and manufacture, wind tunnel 
testing  and data analysis, providing a full aerodynamic development 
capability. 

Highly detailed scale wind tunnel models are manufactured at Tatuus’ in house 
model shop, utilizing advanced technologies to create parts that replicate the 
behaviour of their full scale counterparts.



Aerodynamics

Expertise in CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics), wind tunnel and track testing

Realisation of complete aerodynamic test programmes

Numerical Fluid Dynamics with StarCCM+ and DOE techniques

Defining and running full wind tunnel test programmes

Design of wind tunnel models

Manufacturing of wind tunnel models

Manufacture of wind tunnel model aero test components

Wind tunnel data analysis and reporting



CFD

Tatuus’ CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) capability 
allows both conceptual studies prior to wind tunnel 
testing to be undertaken and an ongoing development 
program in support of wind tunnel activities. 

CFD remains an important and increasingly accurate 
computer simulation tool for aero development. 

The aerodynamics team at Tatuus has a wide range of 
experience with CFD and has developed efficient 
practices to optimize both compute time and aero 
performance.



Wind Tunnel

Tatuus operates his own wind tunnel with capabilities up 
to 35% scaled model and 60m/s wind speed

Defining and running full wind tunnel test programmes

Design of wind tunnel models

Manufacturing of wind tunnel models

Manufacture of wind tunnel model aero test components

Wind tunnel data analysis and reporting



Simulation & data analysis

The experience of our engineers in vehicle dynamics, simulation and data 
analysis is combined with state of the art software tools and an extensive 
technical database.

Vehicle dynamics research

Kinematics analysis

Performance simulation tools / lap time simulation



Manufacturing & Supply

Machine Shop:

Utilizing the latest machinery, fully integrated 
computerized systems, Tatuus’ manufacturing meets the 
high standards expected in the competitive world of 
motorsport and high performance cars.

Mechanical high precision machining – milling, turning.

Welding technologies for high technology



Manufacturing & Supply

Assembly Shops:

Trained staff ensures a high degree of carbon component 
quality from start to finish. 

Supply Chain Management – mechanical, hydraulic and 
composite components

Welding technologies for high technology applications

Quality assurance



NDT & Quality Control

Inspection and testing forms an important part of design and development of 
individual components or assemblies.

Our testing facility not only focuses on structural integrity but also on the 
compliance of parts with the relevant regulatory guidelines for a given racing 
series.



NDT & Quality Control

Tatuus Racing carries out both destructive and non 
destructive testing of components, with the 
additional capability of undertaking full chassis 
load and impact tests. These exhaustive testing 
procedures are strictly monitored and analysed to 
optimize structural integrity, safety requirements 
and weight.



Consultancy

Advanced facilities combined with a lot of experience, Tatuus Racing has the ability to 
produce results and solutions in a fast, cost-effective manner. The flexibility of the 
services offered and the ability to undertake either specific tasks or complete design 
and manufacture projects are an additional benefit we can offer to our customers.

Tatuus Racing can provide a whole range of expertise across a broad spectrum of 
disciplines and can deliver complete turn-key packages in combination with external 
partners. The entire process is managed from initial feasibility studies, through 
concept designs, styling and modelling, full FEA and CFD analysis, scale model 
aerodynamic wind tunnel testing to prototype building and full batch manufacture. 
Each partnership and collaboration is an individually tailored program according to 
customers’ needs.



Customer service

In order to ensure that customers can optimize the performance of our cars, 
Tatuus Racing has a network of partners who can provide technical services 
and support and spare part back-up services at race and test events.

Whether on or off track our customers can rely on an efficient and supportive 
service.



CONTACTS

TATUUS RACING Spa 

Via Verga, 12 

20863 Concorezzo - MB - ITALY 

Tel.: +39 039 60 40 828 

e-mail : corrado.casiraghi@tatuus.it 

www.tatuus.it 
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